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VARIED PROGRAM 
BRINGS MANY TO 
ARTS FESTIVAL 
GRISEZ QUARTET, COLLEGE BAND, 
CHAPEL CHOIR, ORCHESTRA 
ARE WELL RECEIVED 
Culminating a four-day round of 
activities making up the eighth annual 
Arts Festival, attended by large num­
bers of townspeople, faculty, alumni, 
and students, the Grisez Woodwind 
Quartet of the Minneapolis Symphony 
presented a varied program to an ap­
preciative audience Monday night. 
The concert climaxed a series consist­
ing of the Orchestra concert, Friday 
night; Band concert, Saturday night: 
Choir concert, Sunday night; and Art 
Exhibit and Tea, Monday afternoon. 
Displaying the outsanding work of 
art students, the annual exhibit and 
studio tea was held for the first time 
in the splendid new art rooms in Mac-
Lean Hall. Miss Leonard and Miss 
Oahl presided at the tea tables from 
2 to 3; Miss Lommen and Mrs. Mac-
Lean from 3 to 4; Miss Lumley and 
Miss Bierimfrom 4 to 5. Members of 
* the club assisted in the preparation 
and serving of the refreshments. 
Euterpe Singers Assist 
The work exhibited was of a most 
unusual and varied nature. Included 
were batiks, block prints, tinted and 
untinted, plaster paris casts, tea tiles, 
velvet black printed designs, still life 
drawings, poses, simulated wood blocks, 
art note books, border opaque designs, 
wrought iron designs. A page of de­
signs inspired by campus surroundings 
caused much interest. 
Many guests from Moorhead and 
Fargo attended the tea. During the 
afternoon the Euterpe Singers, directed 
by Miss Wenck, presented many de­
lightful songs. Their repertoire in­
cluded: "The Gypsy Trail", Jones; 
"Trees", Kilmer; "Hi, Lil* Feller", Ri-
ker-Deis; "Ma Little Banjo", Dickmont; 
"I Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray", Car­
penter. 
There was no doubt in the minds of 
the group assembled Monday evening 
(Continued on Page Six) 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Today—11:00 a. m.—Cap and 
Gown Day—College Campus. 
Tomorrow—5: p. m.—Lambda 
Phi Initiation—Exchange. 
Tomorrow—8:30 p. m.—Pi Mu 
Phi Spring Formal — Pargo 
Country Club. . 
Monday—May 16, 9:45 a. m.— 
Rural Play Day — College 
Campus. 
Tuesday, May 17, 8:00 p. m.— 
Dramatic Recital—Weld Hall. 
•  ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
Student Succumbs 
® 
® i  
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COLLEGE, RURAL 
SCHOOLS HOSTS 
TO EDUCATORS 
65 SUPERINTENDENTS, TEACHER 
TRAINING CLASSES. EDUCA­
TION HEADS ATTEND 
S ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
ATTENTION ALUMNI! 
The Alumni Dinner will be 
held in Comstock Hall on June 
6, at 6:30 p. m. Complete plans 
will be announced next week. 
In the meantime, for reserva­
tions send the coupon on page 
6 of this MiSTiC to Miss Agnes 
Carlson, M. S. T. C., Moorhead, 
Minn. Considerable interest 
has already been aroused, and 
it is well to get your reserva­
tions in early. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
SPEECH CLASS TO 
GIVE DRAMATIC 
RECITAL MAY 17 
RURAL PLAY DAY 
SCHEDULED FOR 
x MONDAY, MAY 16 
AFFILIATED SCHOOL CHILDREN, 
PARENTS TO ASSEMBLE 
FOR ANNAUL EVENT 
Nearly 200 pupils will take part in 
the annual play day to be held Mon­
day, May 16. Children of the affiliated 
schools and their parents are to meet 
in the Exchange at 9:45 Monday morn­
ing for directions. At 10:10 the pre­
liminary games of kittenball will be 
played on the field north of Weld Hall. 
Students passing from third hour to 
their fourth hour classes will have the 
opportunity of witnessing the parade 
which forms at 10:45. Those who are 
interested in pageantry should follow 
the parade to the pageant ground south 
of Comstock Hall. 
During the lunch hour, 12:15 to ,1:15, a 
program will be given by students from 
the Training School and the College. 
At 1 o'clock the semi-final games of 
kittenball, will be played. A horseshoe 
contest for the mothers and fathers will 
begin at 1:15. 
Track and field events, which will 
undoubtedly draw out many of the M. 
S. T. C. students, will be held on Me­
morial field from 1:30 to 3:30. Follow­
ing this a community sing and yell 
contest will be held, while placings are 
determined and then awards are to be 
made. The Country Life club is do­
nating the awards. 
In charge of the event are the coach­
ing classes under the direction of Miss 
Frick and Mr. Nemzek with Helen Ki-
land acting as general student manager. 
Approximately 65 out-of-town visitors 
attended the seventh annual rural dem­
onstration held in the College and in 
the affiliated schools last Thursday and 
Friday. Among the visitors were Ole 
R. Sande, St. Paul, member of the 
state department of education, and 
Leslie Quant, Valley City, E. W. Bee. 
Bemidji, education department heads 
in teachers colleges in the northwest. 
Superintendents Attend 
County superintendents who attended 
the demonstrations included: John M. 
Henderson, Ottertail County; Ellen M. 
Anderson, Clay;; Adolph Stenseth, Nor­
man; Grace Norgaard, Traverse; Ber­
tha M. Rothwell, Big Stone; Lena 
Winje, Becker; Clarence Gordhammer. 
Wilkin; Ellen M. Person, Mahnomen: 
Roy B. Aune, assistant superintendent 
in Ottertail; Emma Winje, Becker 
County assistant; and Dora Young, Val­
ley City, N. D. City superintendents 
who attended were: Alvin T. Stolen. 
Fergus Falls; C. C. Baker, Grand Rap­
ids; Ethelbert Person, Gladyce J. Per­
son, and Margaret Opperud, Valley 
City. 
Training Classes Here 
Teacher training supervisors in high 
schools were: Alice Stevens, Wheaton: 
Mary E. Donald, Ada, accompanied by 
eight training department girls; Enge-
borg Espeseth, Fergus Falls, with 16 
girls; J. Alice Jennings, Crookston; and 
Mrs. Zackerson, Mcintosh, nine girls. 
Members of rural departments at teach­
ers colleges were: May E. Boydston 
and Lillian Gubleman, Valley City; 
Gladys Haney and Elma Sholes,, Be­
midji; and Margaret Bieri and Alice 
Corneliussen, Moorhead. Among the 
rural supervising teachers who attend­
ed were: Ester Holquist, Ortonville; • 
Florence Kenney, Beardsley; and Haz­
el Braaten, Mrs. Van Ray, Mrs. Pin-
dall and Miss Sathre, all of Valley City. 
The annual banquet was held Thurs­
day evening in the Oak Mound school 
with a program presented by the school 
and the community. Miss Cornelius- ! 
sen acted as toastmaster, and Mr. 
Sande spoke briefly. 
Blanche Roney Dies 
In Fargo Hospital 
Blanche Roney, former student at 
Moorhead State Teachers College, pass­
ed away Friday, May 6, in a local hos­
pital. Miss Roney, the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Harry Roney of Fargo, was 
born November 21, 1910. She attended 
North Dakota State College for two 
years, during which time she was prom­
inent in campus activities and a mem­
ber of Alpha Xi Beta sorority. She 
began her work at M. S. T. C. during 
the spring term of 1931, attended the 
summer term, and had only three 
weeks of the fall term to complete 
when she was taken ill. 
Miss Roney had been ill for seven 
months, the last three being spent in 
a Fargo hospital. Funeral services 
were held Sunday, May 8, in the O. J. 
Hanson Funeral chapel in Fargo. Dean 
H. D. Brewster of Gethsemane Ca­
thedral officiated. Kenneth Johnson 
was the soloist. 
The students and faculty of the Col­
lege extend their deepest sympathy to 
her parents and to her brother, Dallas. 
CLASS IN ADVANCED INTERPRE­
TATION OFFERS VARIED 
PROGRAM TUESDAY 
M ANY  R E TUR N  FOR 
DEDICATION, JUNE 7 
Plans for the 1932 Commencement and 
Dedication services, which promises to 
be one of the most impressive cere­
monies in he annals of the College, are 
almost complete. 
Letters are pouring in each day an­
nouncing the intentions of students, 
who have graduated since last June, 
to be present. All those who have 
completed their course during the year 
are expected to be present unless they 
make a formal application to President 
MacLean asking that their diplomas 
be granted in absence. Almost all of 
the forty-nine absentee graduates have 
stated that they will be in attendance 
to participate in the Commencement 
exercises and Dedication of the new 
buildings of their "Alma Mater". 
Culminating an eight weeks period 
of intensive work and initiating a rather 
new type of activity on the campus, 
eight students of the Adavnced Intre-
pretation class under the coaching of 
Miss Tainter will present a dramatic 
recital in the auditorium on Tuesday 
evening, May 17, at 8:00 p. ni. 
The program for the evening is note­
worthy for its variability, omitting no 
phase of reading types. Opening the 
recital, Elianor Sherman will present 
two poecs of John Masefield, poet 
laureate, of England: "Sea Fever" and 
"The West Wind." Interpreting the 
spirit of modern poetry so often not 
appreciated, the program will continue 
with a presentation of three of the 
unique nature poems of Lew Sarett, 
read by Delia Peterson. 
The tempo of the program is height­
ened by a rendition of "The Congo" of 
Vachel Lindsay, presented by Donald 
Bird. Thelma Erickson will read "The 
Last Leaf' by O. Henry, followed by 
"The House With Nobody In It" and 
"Trees" by Joyce Kilmer, rendered by 
Clarissa Berquist. 
The program concludes with three 
readings, each of which is unique in*the 
color in them. Charles Jahr will read 
an arrangement of "All Quiet on the 
Western Front" made by Phillip Gibbs; 
Willabelle Wasson will read that haunt­
ing poem of Kipling "The Explorer", 
while Delight Spokely will close the 
evening with "The Man in the Shad­
ow" by R. W. Child. 
CHAPEL CHOIR TO 
BEGIN THREE DAY 
TOUR WEDNESDAY 
WILL MAKE "SIX APPEARANCES 
IN NORTHERN MINNESOTA 
CITIES NEXT WEEK 
Leaving the College next Wednes­
day afternoon, the College chapel choir 
will begin a three day concert tour 
through northern Minnesota which will 
include appearances in seven of the 
larger cities between Moorhead and 
Duluth . Arriving at Duluth Thursday, 
the Group will present a program be-
for the £>tate Congregational Confer­
ence. 
On their route to Duluth the group 
will stop off for short programs at De­
troit Lakes and Wadena in the after­
noon. Returning to Moorhead Friday 
evening, the choir will stop for concerts 
at Hibbing and Grand Rapids. 
That the group is one of the most 
outstanding in this section of the coun­
try is seen in the comment by Vctor 
Nilsson, music critic for the Minneap­
olis Journal, following the choir's ap­
pearance in Minneapolis last spring. 
"This a cappella choir of about 50 mix­
ed voices simply sang bewitchingly 
under the direction of Mr. Preston. It 
is a well balanced choir of fine mus­
ical discipline, always emitting a lovely 
and true volume of sound. Even when 
so deeply divided into eight parts, the 
chorus sang with skill music both novel 
and difficult." 
Rev. William C. Sainsbury, well 
known "democrat of the dinner table" 
formerly featured over WCCO and 
lately over WD AY, has this to say about 
the choir: "I cannot suppress my en­
thusiasm as I recall the recent visit 
of the Moorhead State Teachers Col­
lege chorus to our church. The dig­
nified, reserved platform presence of 
the group was worshipful and refresh­
ing. Their selections were wisely 
chosen, exhibiting a fine range of choice 
and style. But the finished ana mature 
manner in which the program was gi» 
en, with delicate shading and accurate 
attack, was a delight to the mus'" 
lover and an inspiration to the wor­
shipper." 
Assisting the group as soloists will t" 
Agnes Jorgenson Kise, contralto, Ruth 
Pendell Preston, violinist, and Laurence 
Norin and Adele Jensen, pianists. 
BAND MEMBERS TO 
BE HONORED SOON 
Verbrugghen Attends Quartet Concert; 
Reception Here Pleases Grisez Group 
Deal, Paine Admitted 
To Sigma Tau Delta 
Two members were accepted into Sig­
ma Xau Delta, national English fra­
ternity, at services held at the Com­
stock Hotel Thursday night. Eighteen 
were present at the initiation exer­
cises. which admitted Hazel Deal, 
Wheaton, and Eugenia Paine, Fargo, 
into the* fraternity. Officers for the 
coming year were elected the game 
evening, and a composite poem was 
written by the members present. 
Seated far back in the left hand 
section of the auditorium at the con­
cert by the Grisez Woodwind Quartet 
last Monday, a group of four people 
listened just a trifle more attentively, 
and applauded a trifle more heartily 
than the rest of the audience. To those, 
who attended the Arts Festivals of two 
and three years back, the shock of 
iron gray hair and fierce military mus-
tachios struck a note of recognition. 
Henri Verbrugghen, to be sure! 
Such an opportunity could not be 
passed up, ahd so after the concert 
when the party of four made their way 
to the woodwork room, a reporter fol­
lowed them, introduced himself. "Since 
we are staying at our summer home at 
Park Rapids, we could not miss the op­
portunity to come down for this con­
cert," said M. Verbrugghen. "My sons" 
indicating the two young men with 
him, "have a ranch at Park Rapids, you 
know. Please do not ask 'me .what a 
girl in Flint, Michigan, did some years 
ago when she asked 'what is the most 
important thing for a high school or­
chestra to know?' I told her they 
should know their instruments. ' 
The real experience, however, came 
when the Quartet came down off tht 
stage and received the congratulations 
of the Verbrugghens' and Miss Cullen 
also of the Minneapolis Symphony 
Orchestra. After a chorus of "Bravo! 
Bravo!" there ensued such a spirited 
technical discussion that one could do 
nothing but stand by and enjoy the 
scene. 
The members of the Quartet proved 
themselves no less congenial than the 
Verbrugghen party, however. "It was 
pleasant to find here such a receptive 
audience to what is generally known 
to be the ultimate in music. It takes 
a keen mind to appreciate this type of 
music", said Mr. Woempner, flutist. 
Mr. Cunningham also remarked on 
the appreciative audience and added, 
"We always like to play in Moorhead. 
We appeared at this college three years 
ago and again two years ago with te 
Symphony. We have many personal 
friends here. One of our great sur­
prises this evening was to see Mr. 
Verbrugghen, who was director of the 
Symphony, and Miss Cullen ,the prin­
cipal second violinist, in the audience. 
It gave us quite an inspiration." 
It is interesting to know that Geor­
ges Grisez, who organized the Wood­
wind Quartet, has arranged every num­
ber which appeared on the program 
Monday night. When the group was 
first organized, no such music was 
available, since this combination of 
flute, oboe, clarinet, and bassoon, is 
unique in the world of music. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  ® ' ®  
THE BEST BRAINS 
of the student body at M. S. T. 
C. are represented in the second 
annual literary supplement 
printed in this issue of the 
MiSTiC. If, as we often say, 
the chief aim of college is to de­
velop intellectual leaders, then 
this supplement is at least as 
important as any other event or 
tradition of the college year. 
If you know of any other ma­
terial which represents as good 
thought and expression as this, 
submit it to the MiSTiC for fu­
ture use. We do not claim to 
have included all that is worth 
printing. 
It you do not agree with the 
purposely controversial state­
ments of this foreword, read the 
articles from beginning to end; 
they are well worth your time. 
Then give us your reactions. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
FIVE SENIORS WILL BE GIVEN 
PICTURES OF BAND IN 
CHAPEL PROGRAM 
Nominate Officers For 
Alumni Association 
The committee of nominations of the 
Alumni Association has reported that 
the following, members of the Asso­
ciation have been nominated to fill the 
offices which will be filled at the an­
nual meeting of the members on June 
7 at Moorhead: Ole R. Sande, Presi­
dent ,to succeed himself; two directors 
to serve for three years, Blanche Lou­
don and Wallace Rosel. All of these 
candidates have served on the board 
of directors of the Alumni Association 
for the past three years. 
Members of the Association may cast 
their ballots for these candidates or for 
any candidates that they may choose 
at the annual meeting, or by mail. Bal­
lots sent by mail must reach the sec­
retary of the Association not later than 
May 31. 
In recognition of their four years of 
service in the College Band, five stu­
dents, Reuben Parson, Arthur Skjonsby, 
Margaret Stinson, Oscar Thompson, and 
Robert Walls, are to be honored in 
chapel next Wednesday. Each one is 
to be presented with a large framed 
picture of this year's band. An in­
teresting feature of this picture is that 
Mr. Christensen has saved the grand 
concert programs for the past four 
years, and these will be deposited with­
in the frame of the picture. 
Reuben Parson, who plays fourth 
horn, has been drum major for four 
years, and was the baritone soloist in 
the 1931 grand concert. 
Arthur Skjonsby, who plays the 
baritone, and who was trombone soloist 
in the 1929 grand concert, was concert 
master during the past year, in addition 
to being the baritone soloist for the 
1932 grand concert. 
Margaret Stinson has advanced dur­
ing the four years, until now she plays 
the solo French horn. 
Oscar Thompson, concert master dur­
ing the year 1929-30, assistant director 
in 1930-31, plays the BBb sousaphone. 
Previous to the present year he occu­
pied the first chair in the cornet sec­
tion,. 
Robert Walls, who plays the solo 
clarinet, was clarinet soloist in the 
grand concert of 1929 and again in 
1930. In 1930-31 he was the concert 
master. During the past year he has 
been assistant, director, and was the 
vocal tenor soloist in the grand concert. 
Kankel, Benson Attend 
National Convention 
Lillian Kankel, Red Lrks Falls and 
Edna Benson Dalton. are represeutin 
the College Y. W. C. A. at the Natl: n-' 
Convention being held in Minr.es p ;1'; 
from May 6 to 11. 
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SKIPPING CHAPEL 
Now that we 
Are in the new 
Buildings, there 
Is a lot of room. 
So when one wants 
To loaf he can 
Go somewhere and 
Won't be seen. 
That being the case, 
There is no real 
Excuse for loafng, 
Because no one will 
See you, and so no 
One will know that 
You are shirking in your 
Work. Another thing, 
There will be 
No one to brag 
To that you 
"Didn't go," and 
Without that then 
Skipping chapel has no 
Thrills. So maybe 
Now—Unless the bad 
Habits of the last 
Two years have grown 
So strong that they can't 
Be broken, there will be 
A better 
Chapel attendance. 
A corpulent teacher, by the name of 
Miss Best, was giving a lesson on the 
canary to a class of small children. 
Ruth: "Can any boy or girl tell me 
what a canary can do which I can't?" 
Small child: "Please, miss, have a 
bath in a saucer!" 
EDITORIALS 
RESPONSIBILITIES, NOT REGULATIONS 
® 
$1,000 Spent By 
Dorm Students 
In Gay Dreams 
-« 
<•> 
A careful statistical survey has been 
made up by a MiSTiC reporter con­
cerning the ambitions of the students 
who reside at Comstock and Wheeler 
Halls. The various inmates have been 
It is a gratifying fact that as the student body becomes settled 
in their new quarters in MacLean Hall, they accept as a whole the 
more methodical arrangement of classes activities, andglides as| ^ *> * 
they are made possible under our improved conditions. ^ But the most This question was at first taken as 
gratifying fact about the schedules which systematize the use of our 
new buildings and their accessories is that the student body is ap­
preciative of this perfected arrangement and find it conducive to 
more efficient work. 
The changed atmosphere in the new library calls for more re­
sponsibilities to be assumed by the students. The greater conven­
iences and privileges that are given to the students while in the 
library also carry with them added duties. 
As students, we are very grateful for the liberties that are given 
to us while in the library, and therefore feel that we should attempt 
to uphold the high standards which the environment presents. Each 
one of us should feel that it is his duty to abide by the requests of 
our librarians regarding neatness of the rooms. We should feel that 
it is our duty to replace newspapers after having read them, to re­
move paper wads from the tables and floor, to prevent unnecessary 
ink stains and to keep the chairs in their proper places rather than 
in the aisles. These are not rules, but rather, added responsibilities 
which should be assumed in order that we may uphold the high 
standards of our new environment. 
NEEDED—A DEFINITE POLICY 
Although there are widely differing views as to the value of 
extra-curricular activities in college life, ranging from those who say 
that they exceed in value all that we learn in the classrooms, to those 
who contend they are nothing but a waste of time, we may safely 
say that from the average viewpoint they are a valuable, worthwhile 
addition to a complete college education. 
The "live" college student seldom fails to identify himself with one 
or more of these activities, giving to them in every case a surprising 
lot of time and effort, yet not asking undue reward other than the 
experience gained. In the majority of these activities however, tra­
dition has established rewards for the effort expended, particularly 
trips of varying length, sometimes to meet other colleges, some­
times to appear before outside groups. As a whole such rewards 
are gratefully accepted, without any jealousy on the part of the other 
group and individuals, because they expect, and justly so, that they 
too will be served as to their deserts. 
Whenever such rewards are not forthcoming, whenever the tours 
to which students have been looking forward with a considerable de­
gree of expectancy, fail to materialize for any reason, someone neces­
sarily though perhaps unavoidably, is sadly disappointed. This con­
dition of course becomes much more acute when other groups of 
like character are allowed to follow out their usual plans, and no 
real reason can be assigned to the discrepancy. 
This is emphatically not a criticism of any persons or groups. 
Let it be considered instead as a suggestion for the establishment 
of a definite policy—that every one be treated carefully with like 
consideration, for though perhaps no one is to blame, and quite likely 
without such an intention on anyone's part, our policy, if it is indeed 
a policy at all, has been in the past a bit unfair to certain individuals 
and groups. 
a joke, but when the girls noticed that 
the reporter seemed serious their at­
titudes changed. 
The first girl, in reply to the question 
said, "What would I do if I had one 
thousand dollars? Why I'd buy me 
a house by the side of the road and 
a friend to man—even school­
teachers." 
The reporter then approached a very 
depressed looking soul struggling dili­
gently with a few problems of Algebra. 
And what would you do if you had 
one thousand dollars?" asked the re­
porter. 
Say, the way I feel right now, I'd 
buy an asylum and go comfortably in­
sane," was the reply. 
This time the reporter entered the 
room of a conscientious person who 
was sitting by the window mending 
runner in her best pair of hose. 
When the question was asked, the girl 
thought and finally answered: "I'd buy 
clothes and clothes and clothes. And 
they wouldn't be bought at Penny's 
and cost 98 cents either. 
A more conservative person in an­
swering the same question boasted, "I'd 
go to Europe and get the part of my 
education which is now being neg­
lected." 
And now for the answer which was 
given the most frequent of any, "I'd 
pay back all of my debts and continue 
my schooling". So I guess the world 
or rather the younger generation isn't 
going to the dogs after all. What a 
disappointment that would be to some 
folks! 
In order to appreciate a survey of 
this type, one should see the expres­
sions on the various faces when this 
question is asked them. Some show 
deep thought, others gaze longingly 
into the future, while some register 
pure disgust. 
® 
THE LOCAL SITUATION 
® 
With Cap and Gown Day festivities today, we can rightly feel 
that graduation ceremonies have begun for another year. 
If we can judge the excellence of the 1932 Praeceptor by the 
amount of work expended on it, it should certainly please the 
student body. 
Another example to rural schools of cooperation and the best 
form of competition will be shown again next Wednesday when the 
affiliated schools of the College meet for their annual play day. 
* * * * *  
Suffice it to say of this year's Arts Festival that it admirably car­
ried on a tradition which has become an important event in our 
yearly calendar. 
Miss Holmquist: "Now what did you do with the next sentence?" 
George: "I didn't change it at all." Miss Holmquist: "That's right. 
Why didn't you change it?" George: "I didn't get that far.' 
Fond mother: Yes, my Solveig is 
studying French and Algebra this term. 
Say "good morning" to the lady in Al­
gebra, Solveig. 
Dad: "Look here, Maxine; I don't 
mind your sitting up late with that 
young man of yours, but I do object 
to his walking off with my morning 
papers!" 
When asked how he liked the Grisez 
Woodwind Quartet on Monday night, 
Cecil Veitch insisted that the intermis­
sion was very, very good. 
Miss Leonard, in stressing the fact 
that one cannot multiply like objects 
by each other, used the following ex­
ample: "One can't take three horses 
times two horses, for who can take 
three horses, two horses times?" 
Hank R: "I'm forgetting women!" 
Bill R: "So am I. I'm for getting a 
couple as soon as possible!" 
Some people are always complaining! 
One evening while sitting in Comstock 
parlor Marcella Redlinger was heard 
to say, "Haven't the farmers had 
enough rain? What we dormitory girls 
need is sunshine!" 
Mother: "What did daddy say when 
he found you had broken his favorite 
golf club?" 
Cocking: "Shall I leave out the 
swear words, mother?" 
Mother: "Yes, dear." 
Cocking: "Then he didn't say a 
word". 
Miss Holmquist was giving out the 
reading list in Kid Lit. II the other day. 
She came to the name of a certain book 
which she had to repeat several times. 
Now that is unusual, but perhaps when 
the name of the book is told, matters 
will be cleared up a bit. The name 
of the book was, "A Quart of Moon­
light". Yess—moonlight. No doubt 
there will be a stampede in the li­
brary after this book. 
The second hour class on Friday, May 
6 sat from 2 o'clock to 10 o'clock. 
How's that for a non-stop endurance 
record? Lest some of the readers take 
this in the wrong way, we hastily add 
that the clocks had stopped at 2 
o'clock and had to be set ahead. 
® 
® 
Five Years Ago 
-<s> 
Plans for Swing-Out Day are being 
made. The graduates will be swung out 
in the afternoon, and will enjoy a 
banquet in Comstock Hall in the eve­
ning. Some form of entertainment will 
follow. 
® 
si-
Four Years Ago 
HS) 
-s> 
The Fourth Annual Arts Festival will 
be held this week. The program in­
cludes a program by the Chapel Choir 
and a pageant by the Dramatic Club 
and the physical education classes, "The 
Passing of the Queen". The guest art 
ists who are to perform in the after­
noon are Ruth Ray, violinist, and Les­
ter Spring, basso. This evening, Mar­
gery Maxwell, lyric soprano, and Wal­
ter Wheatley, operatic tenor will be 
presented. 
Quite a coincidence, eh! In Journal­
ism class on Tuesday Doris Sorknes 
was so worried about Jack Bridges' 
whereabouts that she offered to run out 
and find him. And then to further 
complicate matters, on Friday the same 
week, when assignments were being 
given out, Jack piped up, "Say don't 
give them all out. Doris isn't here, 
so leave some for her." Any informa 
tion on this subject will be appreciated 
by the Dragneteer or Dragon or what­
ever you call him. 
<9-
® 
Three Years Ago 
-<? 
John Ingersoll was elected head of 
the-Student Commission, the first head 
since the reorganization of the consti­
tution by the Student Council. Rachel 
Stowe was elected editor of the 1930 
Praeceptor. 
® 
Two Years Ago -® 
Miss Fitzmaurice, head of the French 
Department, will sail from New York 
June 26 for France. She will spend 
the summer studying in the Sorbonne 
at the University of Paris. 
® 
®-
From Our Exchanges 
-® 
Gustavian Weekly, 
Gustavius Adolphus College, St. Peter. 
A tree dedicated in honor of George 
Washington was planted last Thursday 
morning in the triangle of driveway's 
behind Old Main, as a part of the 
George Washington memorial program. 
Indiana Daily Student, 
Bloomington, Indiana. 
Alumni and friends of Indiana Uni­
versity will hold exercises today in 33 
cities in Indiana and out of the state 
in commemoration of the 112 anniver­
sary of the founding of the University, 
according to reports received at the 
alumni office. 
The Eastern, 
Eastern State Teachers College, Mad­
ison, South Dakota. 
Two gift pictures of George Wash­
ington grace the walls of the library. 
One presented by the Hertzberg Bind­
ery, Des Moines, is a picture of the 
Houdon statue. The other is a copy 
of the Stuart portrait of our first pres­
ident. This picture, together with a 
poster of the development of the Am­
erican flag is the gift of Congressman 
Christopherson. 
Teachers College Budget, 
State Teachers College, Valley City, No. 
Dak. 
Governor George F. Shafer will speak 
in the college auditorium Friday eve­
ning, May 6. The subject of his ad­
dress will be "Citizenship". The gov­
ernor has been attending the national 
meeting of governors in the east, but 
will return before the date set for this 
program. 
The Dakota Scientist, 
North Dakota State School of Science, 
Wahpeton, N. D. 
E. F. Riley, president of the State 
School of Science, attended the annual 
regional conference of trade and in­
dustrial education held in Chicago this 
past week. 
The Mac Weekly, 
Macalester College, St. Paul. Minn. 
The annual musical service by the 
Macalester College chorus under the 
direction of Professor Carl A. Jen-
son will be given Wednesday, at chapel 
hour. 
Affiliated Schools 
- •  
The Koester school closed for "this 
year when the students and teachers 
enjoyed a picnic last Friday. 
Miss Jesness, teacher at Clearview 
School, spent last Sunday visiting^with 
her parents at Morris. 
Students in the affiliated schools are 
looking forward to the play day which 
will be held at the College next Mon­
day. 
Friends of Olive Kragness will re­
gret to hear of the death of her mother 
which occurred last week. 
ALUMNI NEWS i 
• • 
Miss Bernice Kravik, who is teaching 
at Breckenridge, spent the weekend in 
Moorhead. 
Mr. Gordon Grina spent the week­
end with his mother, Mrs. L. I. Grina. 
* * * 
lone Peterson, a former M. S. T. C. 
student, who is now teaching at Haw-
ley, Minnesota, spent the weekend vis­
iting her parents. * 
Mrs. A. T. Nelson of Breckenridge,' 
spent Mothers Day with her daughter, 
Alice Nelson. 
James Tye, who is now teaching at 
Fergus Falls, visited friends in Moor­
head and Fargo last week-end. 
Mrs. Maude Dudgeon has been el­
ected first grade teacher at Detroit 
Lakes. 
One Year Ago 
®-
The Freshman Mistic appeared this 
week in red and white. Cecil Veitch 
was editor and was assisted by Ruth 
Marr and Leonard Sanders, associate 
editors. The interesting and foreseeing 
platform of the staff included: "five 
hundred freshmen in 1934; every fresh­
man in some extra curricular activity; 
every freshman in 1930-31 a degree 
student, and every freshman back next 
year to maintain the democratic spirit 
of his Alma Mater." 
ALL 
SET? 
A diploma in one hand; a job in 
the other — and a watch? 
But no graduate is ready for life 
with a timepiece he only half 
trusts. Let us show you a really 
good one — a HAMILTON — 
some are priced as low as $40! 
ITlerttrsprfs 
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This Soviet State 
(By Willabelle Wasson) 
(Nov. 1931) 
It really is interesting here in North 
Dakota to know what our neighbors 
think about us. Of course it is easy 
to see why. Dorothy Canfield's Ver­
mont still thinks of us as a wild savage. 
To them nothing pertaining to civiliza­
tion exists west of the Alleghanies, in 
spite of the fact that the President of 
these United States comes from the far 
West, and that Chicago's gangland is! 
just as famous as New York's. And 
the fact that the Old South is prone to 
think of us as just emerging from the 
ice age is quite conceivable too. Of 
course it is hard to say just what the 
Far West thinks about us ,for like us 
she's too busy growing. But then these 
are not our neighbors. 
As for our near neighbors, these 
states look upon us with a horrified 
glare and speak of us as that "Soviet 
State". I imagine they see us as a Rus­
sian anarchist with a bomb in one hand 
and a red flag in the other.. 
Our motherly neighbor to the East, 
Minnesota, is placidly rocking on her 
back porch, with that "I told you so" 
smile wreathed about her face. She is 
still gloating about our State mill fail­
ure, and curiously wondering just what 
we will give the State to play with 
next. 
It must appear as though we're just 
too lazy to think of anything for our 
state to do, so we give them a "state 
mill" or some other harmless object 
to keep them amused. At least, one 
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SHIP AHOY! 
(By Margaret Fellerer) 
So many people talk about 
Their ship thats coming in. 
They sit around and wait for it 
Their hands upon their chin. 
Now I too am expecting 
A calm and stately mast 
To sail into my harbor 
Free from the raging blast. 
But in a rowboat small am I, 
Sweeping my harbor smooth and 
clean, 
So when my ship comes sailing 
And rocking in the din, 
I'll have my port all ready 
To throw the anchor in. 
W H Y ?  
was the phrase used by Senator 
Moses to describe the radicals 
of the North Central states. The 
writer of this article apparently 
replies in the most effective way 
—with a genial, hearty laugh. 
®| 
® ® 
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can say we're willing to try anything 
once. 
At this point that benevolent German 
sausage-grinder, Wisconsin, living 
next door to our neighbor, pricks up 
her ears, stops her work for a moment 
to frown upon us and wonder just when 
we'll try the Five-Year Plan. 
Even our Twin Sister to the south 
has grown out of patience waiting for 
us to grow up. She's come to that big 
sister conclusion that all children must 
put their finger on a stove to know 
that it burns. 
And just when these neighbors come 
to the conclusion that something must 
be done about "that Soviet State", the 
depression comes along. Now they're so 
busy taking care of themselves, they've 
forgotten about us. Probably though 
they wonder if we didn't have a lot 
to do with this present state of affairs. 
Really that's giving us a little too 
much credit. Just why should we 
choose this year for the depression, be­
cause we've been in a state of depres­
sion since we began. We haven't done 
anything drastic before, why now? 
Just take for an example the relief 
that was rushed to the drought-stricken 
area last year. We're still waiting for 
relief for the dry year we had twenty 
years ago, and we've had twenty dry 
years since than. We could start quite 
a bit on that. 
We've never been a state with many 
attractions, but it seems as though 
we're getting the "break" now. All the 
big cities and states are worrying about 
this coming winter, with all the un­
employed and their liabilities far in 
advance of their assets. Well, that is 
something to worry about. 
As for us, we haven't any big cities 
and not much of a state, and the farm­
ers have faced winters like this for 
so long that they're' used to them. In 
fact our farmers can't see why the oth­
er farmers are doing so much talking 
about the grain market. Last year the 
crops failed, the prices went up, and 
the farmers went panicky. This year 
the crops were bumper and the price 
went so far down that the farmers are 
still looking for it. And accohding to 
the law of fifty-fifty, that's about even. 
And now that these neighbors are 
so busy taking care of their unem­
ployed and excess crops, we can do a 
bit of fundamental construction. Prob­
ably by the time the depression is over 
we'll be grown up. 
Of course that wouldn't be quite fair; 
to our neighbors. Just what would they 
do if someone didn't ttry out all the 
"new-fangled" ideas? Even if they 
don't work, it gives our neighbors 
something to talk about. And these 
neighbors being all endowed' with a 
matronly instinct must fondle and fuss 
about someone; who could be better 
than "that Soviet State", that ragged 
waif you don't dare turn your back on 
lest he should throw a mud ball at you? 
(By R. J. Simonitsch) 
The Eiffel Tower, Beethoven's Choral 
Symphony, the Midnight Sun, the pyr­
amids, the Mona Lisa, Niagara Falls. 
Anyone looking at the above list and 
pausing to reflect must, if he has a 
vestige of common sense, admit that 
there is a God, or, if not an orthodox 
God, at least some supreme and all-
powerful force that has inspired some 
of these things and permitted the other 
to be. 
The Eiffel Tower. Mathematics and 
the understanding thereof to design it. 
Iron mined and treated by complicated 
processes to change it into flexible 
steel, molded into pieces and fitted to­
gether in an immense, graceful struc­
ture. Paint to keep the steel from dis­
integrating. 
Beethoven's Choral Symphony. Mil­
lions of notes. Reams of paper. In­
struments to play the notes, human 
voices to sing them. Wood and metal 
from which to make the instruments. 
Ears to hear the notes when played. 
The Midnight Sun. Weeks in suc­
cession when, in parts of the world, 
the warm, brilliant light of the sun 
never fades. A system which permits 
the sun to be visible so many hours 
a day at one time of the year in one 
region and thus many hours a day at 
the same time in another region. A 
system that includes days, nights, 
seasons. 
There is a God, no doubt. If anyone 
still is dubious, let him think of the 
rainbow; of diamonds; of pick-axes; 
of the Great Salt Lake; of creatures 
that live on the ground, in the air, in 
water, and in the earth. 
But why all of this? We are told 
that everything was created for the 
greater glory of God and that through 
these things we may learn to know 
Him. 
The greater glory of God. All right. 
But learning to know these things, 
what price? 
Is it possible that the petty, miser­
able incidents of life contribute to the 
glory of God? Labouriously we learn 
to walk. Then to talk. We begin to 
remember things we have seen, heard, 
touched. We go to school and learn 
things. One year. Seven. Sixteen. We 
have finished school and now come 
other things. We mount to another 
plane. Work. Time goes more rapidly 
and more slowly, at the same time. 
Skimp, scratch, save. Clothes, food, 
shelter. Doctor bills, life insurance. 
Things fiendishly necessary. A few 
books . Fewer performances at a thea­
tre. A little gclf. Grub again for the 
things desperately necessary. Vaca­
tion,—a short trip. Mountains, the sea, 
or a city. Back again, and grub. 
This for the immense herd of com­
mon folk. 
Below that, horror. 
Above, political intrigues; oil mag­
nates who couldn't spend their incomes 
if they tried to; enormous "founda­
tions" for scientific research, base-ball 
leagues and libraries; courtesans with 
shrewd brains and beautiful bodies who 
spend more in a week than would be 
required to maintain ten families a 
year; talent, wealth, fame. 
We have, it is generally supposed, 
free-will. We may do this, or we may 
resist. Grace sufficient to neutralize or 
overcome every temptation is proffered 
to each of us. They why do crime and 
misery go rampant? Is it possible that 
so many people do not use this avail­
able grace? 
All for the glory of God. Do the 
poverty of some, earnest endeavor of 
others, and the sins, greed and ease 
of still others contribute to that glory? 
Was there no other plan by which that 
glory could be enhanced without the 
anguish, bewildered hope and careless 
indifference engendered by the present 
method? Then why all of this? 
The ways of Providence, we are as­
sured, are beyond all understanding, 
and that all will be revealed at the 
proper time. We must wait. How 
long, O Lord? 
THE ROMANCE 
OF THE WEST 
(By Donald Bird) 
The West to us folks back East in 
Minnesota is anywhere beyond the rug­
ged skyline of industrial Fargo and 
extends until—well, until we get to 
the East. "The West" seems to be a 
more or less cosmopolitan psuedonym 
for a land of questionable extent and 
doubtful character, if those who lin­
ger on its wonders are all correct. 
The Montanan thinks he is in the 
East and Oregon is "out West"; while the 
staid "Babbit" of Minnesota indignantly 
orates on the lack of understanding 
shown by those uncouth polticians of 
North Dakota and the other Western 
states. With this definite and quite 
clearly tangible cognizance, I journey­
ed into that land of nature, that pano­
rama of desert sands, rolling prairies, 
cacti, heroic cowpunchers, and dastard­
ly villains—of men in the making. 
Like many of our more cultured 
Americans who "rough it" on the wild 
plains of North Dakota, as we proceed­
ed, I was on the alert to check the 
actual scenes with those conjured up 
in the imaginations of so-called Wes­
tern writers. 
Rolling prairies, restless "long-horn" 
steers, singing cowboys riding night 
herd beneath a starry sky, indolent 
punchers lolling on corral gates non­
chalantly applauding the riding feats 
of a comrade, a stolen kiss from a gold­
en-haired girl at a Saturday night 
dance, games for high stakes in the long 
log bunkhouse—all these entrancing 
pictures danced before my eyes as we 
purred smoothly along> wide scoria 
highways. 
The prairies rolled abundantly as we 
sped onwards, and then I saw a "mill­
ing herd" of "long-horns" pounding 
over the crest of the next roll. My 
kind-hearted companion disinterestedly 
informed me that they were merely 
docile bovines of the weaker sex. Oh, 
well, I suppose he was right, although 
another man saw "long-horns" where 
my informant saw milk cows. 
Then, far ahead, in silhouette against 
the darkening sky stood a lone horse— 
ah, a "Wild stallion of the western 
plains watching over his feeding mares 
in the draw below." 
"Ah, bunk," my practical-minded in­
former said, "Thats a lop-eared, sway-
backed farm plug trying to muster up 
enough strength to reach the oat-bin." 
As I pondered this bit of enlightening 
knowledge in contrast to my literary 
background, we puffed into the "main 
drag" of that "typical Western town". 
Was our entrance heralded by a hallo 
of greeting from some of the town's 
leading citizens gossiping on the porch 
of the city's only hostelry on its only 
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street? No, "Dickinson, 150© popula­
tion, we welcome you. Kiwanis lunch­
eon 12:00 a. m. on Thursdays. Boost 
your city". 
The warning whistle of an alert 
traffic officer, and we gaze helplessly 
up at the towering buildings, and lose 
ourselves in a maze of thoroughfares. 
There, "out West", I found myself in 
the tedious picture of hum-drum ex­
istence which I had been assured would 
give way to the "romance of the West". 
In Medora we were called back to 
the dreamer's views by the statue of 
that famous colonel of the "rough-
riders", flanked with "Gas, 13c plus 
tax" and "Tourist Cabins, Reasonable". 
Our pursuit of the penman's "West" led 
us through a river ten times, although 
an official marker informed us that 
good tarvia highway led to the same 
destination, to the porch of a rambling, 
log ranch-house. 
"Go-Far Cereal produuets are man­
ufactured by the Go-Far Cereal Mills 
here in Fargo. This program of music 
is coming to you over the NBC net­
work through WD AY, Fargo. The 
next number by the Marine Band will 
( Continued on page 5 ) 
RENDEZVOUS 
(By Louise Murray 
I shall go alone, and at twilight, 
I shall steadily climb the hill; 
And pray that the peace of the sunset, 
My troubled spirit will still. 
It may be when birds are all homing, 
It may be when partings are few; 
That here on the hill at twilight, 
My longing heart will find you. 
JERRY 
(By Denia Paine) 
No sooner was the red, wrinl^ed, 
waa-ing bundle, which was Jerry, 
placed in Mrs. Winter's eager arms, 
than the sun began slowly to revolve 
around this minature, masculine mite. 
From that moment forward Jerry, Jer­
ry's food, Jerry's play, Jerry's school­
ing, Jerry's career, the thousand and 
one things that affected Jerry, were of 
paramount importance. Above every­
one else, his wants and desires were 
first considered. He became the only 
vital factor in Mrs. Winters life, and 
while I very greatly doubt whether he 
held such an all-assuming position in 
Mr. Winter's existence, it is safe to say 
he was far from neglected. 
Very early in life Jerry was doomed 
to a writer's career. His mother had, 
aftgr due deliberation and many family-
counsels, decided this. So henceforth, 
all Jerry's activities were turned in 
this direction. The schools were picked 
with this in view, his leisure likewise, 
and Jerry, never brilliant, never strong, 
slowly went to pieces under the strain. 
His eyes, always weak, were the first 
to give out, but even then his ambitious 
mother could not relinquish her cher­
ished dream. Glasses were resorted to, 
and a tutor hired. 
Poor Jerry, struggling on, grew long, 
thin, and hollow chested. He never 
learned where to put his hands, which 
seemed like tennis rackets hung on 
clothes wire; he never learned to han­
dle his feet, which stretched in front 
of him a good fifteen inches, and 
through days of agony and nights of 
torment he plodded on. The effort, 
however, was too much, and one day 
a living, fevered skeleton was found 
tossing on Jerry's bed. 
All thoughts of a career vanished; 
the only important thing was to save 
the wraith of a boy who was the light 
of his mother's world. Very slowly he 
crawled back to civilization and sanity 
where his former prominent position in 
the Winter family awaited him. His 
every wish was humored; he had only 
to mention a whim and t'was as good 
as granted. His ego, never underfed, 
was bloated beyond repair. It was in 
this mental state that he journeyed west 
in search of the outdoor life he so sore­
ly needed. 
There stood Jerry, the first time I 
saw him, his long, stilt-like legs loosely 
crossed, slouched against the mantel, 
resembling nothing so much as a very 
tired old stork. As we came into the 
room, he slowly straightened and un­
wound, and we were given an impres­
sion of even greater and gaunter length 
than at first. 
His long, overall-clad lower extrem­
ity was topped with a bright pink 
shirt, a green neckerchief, a scrawny 
neck which culminated in a lean, pea-
shaped head; and the whole noble 
structure was crowned by a huge Stet­
son hat. 
As he shuffled across the room, the 
high-heeled cowboy boots beating a 
tattoo on the bare hard wood floor, 
the peak of his hat seemed to sweep 
the rafters of the low room. We waited 
by the window from where we could 
see a wrangler "throwing" the horses 
out for the night. There Jerry joined 
us. 
"Don says I'm to 'jingle' in the mon-
ing, if I like", announced our tall 
would-be cowboy. "Shucks", he con­
tinued, "I'll bet I can find 'em as easy 
as Jim did yesterday." Every state­
ment being emphasized on his poor de­
fenseless knee by a lusty tap from a 
quirt he wore suspended from his right 
wrist. A child-like confidence spread 
over his thin face, made even thinner 
and longer by a pair of heavy-lensed 
glasses which made his watery blue 
eyes seem sunk beneath a thick coating 
of ice and staring helplessly out. 
I was never jjuite to reconcile the 
supreme confidence of his manner with 
the helplessness of his eyes. His wide 
mouth and uneven teeth could grind 
out the most egotistical statements, 
making you want to turn and flatten 
him, but one look into the pleading, 
misty, blue eyes made you swallow 
your wrath and say "Oh well, its just 
Jerry." 
And so life goes on for him. Every 
now and then some indelicate soul 
will attempt to puncture this conceit, 
but failure always awaits their efforts. 
Jerry and his ego are firmly fixed for 
( Continued on l age 5 ) 
The Alien 
(By Irene Johnston) 
The voice of the instructor, lectur­
ing on the ways and means of applying 
the laws of learning, is nearly drowned 
in the continual rat-a-tattat of a pow­
er driven riveter. There is a feeling of 
restlessness throughout the room. But 
why shouldn't there be? Who cares 
to sit for two long hours listening to a 
lecture on phsycological laws, no mat­
ter how interesting and informative it 
may be, when the glorious sun is shin­
ing on a new washed world? 
The whir of the bell means a wel­
come release, and a hundred students 
file out. At once the halls, which had 
been as quiet as a cathedral on a week­
day morning, are filled with the sound 
of many voices, the shuffling of feet, 
and the thump of the elevators as they 
stop to take on their load of human 
freight. 
As we descend to the ground, I de­
cide the square will be an ideal place 
to study. The warm spring sun has 
dried the benches; the walks are about 
dry enough for the new diagrams for 
the merry games of hop-scotch which 
are always in progress on the broad 
walk. 
The benches are nearly filled; there 
has never been any time of the day, 
from early morning until late at night, 
that I have not seen these benches in 
Washington Square full or nearly full, 
but I find a place, and with the best 
of intentions, trying to profit from one 
of the laws of learning, I assume the 
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attitude of study by opening my book. 
But there is too much to see. To the 
eyes of a midwestener who has been 
in New York City only a few months, 
life in the city as I see it, is strange, 
fascinating, and many times, depressive. 
There is no better place to see all 
sides of life than from a bench in 
Washington Square. Here the child of 
the slums plays by the side of the child 
whose home is one of the palatial apart­
ment houses which border the Square 
on the opposite side from the slums. 
The shrill voices of the children at 
play, the cry of the street vender, the 
swish of the tires on wet pavement, 
the clang of the street car, the roar of 
the elevated, the still continual rat-a-
tat-tat of the riveters fastening steel 
to steel in the skeletons for the giant 
skyscrapers that reach toward the sky 
—all this helps to make the medley of 
the city. 
The mission bell is ringing. It is 
the Lenten season, and the devout turn 
their steps toward the building where 
prayers are to be said. A nurse maid 
tucks a blanket more securely around 
a tiny bundle in a carriage and turns 
homeward. An artist works feverishly 
at a sketch as if he is trying to put 
a scene on his canvas before the shad­
ows change. Men and women in worn 
coats huddle down as the sun dips low­
er, and the evening breeze from the 
ocean blows cooler. Shop girls are re­
turning from work, tired lines show­
ing through .the brave makeup on their 
faces. Workmen with lunch pails go 
by. The sound of hammer and riveter 
is still . Students, some intent on their 
books and others dreaming as I am, 
are sitting on the benches along the 
walk, or are strolling, usually in pairs; 
others gather in groups, and voices are 
heard in discussion. 
But whose dreams are as my dreams 
tonight? The city with its noise, life, 
gaiety, and sadness fades. I hear the 
song of the robin in far-away Minne­
sota as he sings after a rain; the smell 
of damp earth, bursting buds, and green 
grass is in my nostrils. The pines, too, 
are singing their song, sweet as the 
song of a waterfall, and, as quiet as I 
am now, I can hear the soft tread of 
a deer as he comes down the trail to 
the lake; the loon is uttering his soft, 
sad cry. 
As the six o'clock bell rings for even­
ing classes, I close my open book and 
am on my way. 
June is not far away. The woods 
will be most beautiful in their dresses 
of delicate green; his fellow-songsters 
will have joined the robin. The lake, 
the tree, the birds and the deer will be 
waiting for me, and I will be back to 
the place called home. 
The first and best victory is to con-
wound.—Shakespeare. 
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Melodrama in Three Acts 
(By R. J. Simonitsch) TRAGEDY 
PROLOGUE As a result- of the failure of one of 
The organist of St. John the Bap- largest banks in Exeton, a certain 
tist's Episcopal Cathedral placed his young German-Russian farmer found 
foot on the swell-pedal. The walls of R necessary to pay his loan to the de-
the church trembled a little under the funct institution, that its creditors might 
THE FAITH OF A 
SCIENTIFIC STUDENT 
(By Alice DuBois) 
Why is it that some students who 
have a knowledge of science—or a little 
at least—change their previous views of 
religion? This has always been a per-
i , , , , , plexing question to me, and this year 
impact of the vibrations of the tones be appeased, at least to some degree, j have attempted to solve it However, 
produced by the organist's playing of He sat °" the kichen door-sill of his -m this attempt j reader to bear 
the notes arranged by a Jew to en- three"r°°m s.hac,k and P°n" in mind that my education through-
liven the finale of the fantastic comedy dered the mlfe"bl<; situation. Not a out childhood and adolescence has had 
of an English playwright. These Penny to be had, at any interest. He always as Us end religious reaction. 
same notes are played at every Chris- ground his teeth at his own helpless- Religion has instilled in me to such 
tian wedding, and the more Christian "fss- Had ever anyone had such fiend- an extent that u shaU never leaye m6j 
the wedding, the more inevitable it is 'sh^U-luck Flood, drought and hail and {or that j hope j shall always ^ 
that the Jew's notes are played. had ruined his crops. Epidemics of grateful T knowledge of sci-
And so it was at St. John's tonight. S disease had haunted his livestock. In 
The groom, the bride, their immediate his twenty-six years, he had never 
and remote relatives, most of the guests, known anything even distantly resemb-
' ling comfort or ease of mind. 
He went over the muddle for the 
twentieth time. He had nc brother; 
his father was unable to do much, but 
College and Modern Youth 
and the very reverend bishop, apparel 
ed almost too much like a Roman dig 
nitary of a similar status to please even 
this spectacle-loving, well-bred mob, 
ence is quite limited, but since the 
occasion demands, I wish to show how 
I reason at present on this subject. 
I have been deeply impressed by the 
fact that every animal studied in zo­
ology is related to the next form in its 
classification. In my experience at 
least, which I believe is general, my 
instructor invariably uses this phrase 
in comparing two forms, "For some 
reason or other this animal found the 
former method unsatisfactory, so a new 
method had to be devised." For ex­
ample in the process of breathing we 
learn that the earthworm breathes by 
were all very Christian,—and High with the kelp of another young man he 
Church. might be able next year to put in 
The very reverend gentleman cau- enough crop, raise enough stock to 
tiously sighed his relief as the music renf the place and make a payment to-
increased to symphonic volume and the ward its re-purchase. Another man 
lovely, statuesque brunette placed her Two could do it. He sat awile longer 
well-kept fingertips on the arm of her and thought. An idea. The cold sweat 
brown-eyed, blonde husband, and be- glistened on his forehead. His insur-
gan her momentous journey down the ance- His father could hire two men. 
aisle of th cathedral, trailing half-a- But would the insurance be paid under 
bolt of white satin and a cloud of price- such circumstances? He dared hope 
less lace veil behind her. As soon as ^ his desperation, he tried to re-
the young husband and wife, accom- some instance of its being done, 
panied by their extravagantly attired He wiped his forehead with his 
attendants, were at a safe distance, Mi- patched sleeve and rested. His eyes 
lord the bishop wiped his brow, more blurred as he gazed at the black earth, 
cautiously than he had sighed, and then 'ke blue, blue heavens. Turtle-doves 
withdrew to the sacristy. were cooing in the bedraggled little 
Meanwhile the bride's mother cast a clumP of trees that had been planted 
somewhat fearful glance around at the and tended so laboriously, 
elegant confusion about her, the ex- Presently he set his teeth and went 
pensive, wilted blossoms, the dripping 'nt0 'ke house to his squalid room, 
beeswax candles, her exquisite chiffon- After a moment he came out and paus-
velvet gown of the most delicate green ed a moment in the kitchen. His mother 
imaginable, the ermine wrap her new was preparing the noon meal, stringy-
son-in-law was solicitously arranging mangels and a few of the potatoes that 
to protect the white shoulders of her kad been too poor to sell. He stared 
lovely daughter from the crisp air of a' ker. Dared he kiss her? Feeling 
the October night. She shivered a lit- kis steady look, his mother glanced at 
tie as she smiled graciously at the bish- kim. He cleared his throat and re-
op's emphess-like spouse, draped in ec- marked that he was going out. No, 
clesiastic purple. She devoutly hoped ske needn t wait the meal, he might 
that the hardly perceptible stare in her ke gone some time, 
husband's eye, when she had estimated Rigidly he moved to the hog-lot. 
the cost of her daughter's trosseau and This would be the only way to avoid 
wedding, had meant nothing. But why. f"neral exPenses. At the fence his tum devised a plan tQ suit its activity. ] 
she wondered, had he almost at once s'renStk melted from his limbs He Yes> that is tme but does it necessarilyi 
deeded to her their sumptuous house cl°sed his eyes to shut out the sight of mean that the insect evolved {rom the| 
and some other properties? ear*h and the sky. Christ Jesus, 
The bride's father, reviewing in his mercy, he implored. He climbed 
mind the beautiful pageant just re- stiffly over the fence, clammy perspira­
tion drenching his body. 
means of the cells of the moist outer 
membrane which soaks up the oxygen 
from the air. The cells in turn transfer 
the oxygen to the next cell below, and 
to the next, until the innermost cells 
have received their required amount of 
oxygen. Then in discussing the insect 
the statement is made that it found 
the earthworm's methods of breathing 
unsatisfactory. It needed more oxygen 
because it was more energetic, so it in 
hearsed, decided it was worth the price. 
This, excepting what he had disposed 
of to his wife's credit, probably fin­
ished the fortune left him by his father. 
Despite the fact that he was president 
of one of the largest banks in Exeton, 
he was not astute in money matters, 
and the immense wealth bequeathed to 
him by his father, who had accumu­
lated it mainly in his capacity of pro­
prietor of a very thriving brothel, had 
gradually dwindled. As he bowed to 
the bishopess, the bride's father shrug­
ged slightly. Easy come, easy go. 
• • * 
A few weeks after the wedding at 
St John's, one of the largest banks 
in Exeton closed its doors at the sug­
gestion of the bank examiner. Among 
the papers exhumed from the vaults, 
were unsecured notes of the president 
totaling a sum of nearly six figures. 
The revolver made a sound, short. . , , . __ , ,, . . . Statements that religion and decisive. The half-starved hogs re- , , a. . , c , , , , , . ., do not conflict are also frequently made t r oo toH  nn r i  Cmion  od  unnoc i  i r  i p  e r tmn  "  
earthworm? If not, why make such 
statements as, "It found the former 
plan unsatisfactory, so a new plan was 
devised? 
science 
treated and squealed uneasily as so e­
thing fell to the earth with a dull 
sound. 
A little later, the father and mother, 
But L. L. Woodruff, Yale professor of 
Protozoology, says, "Unless one is will­
ing to ascribe life's origin to 'Special 
Creation'-—which at once removes it I  •  . 1  1  ,  ,  G lCd l lUI l  W1UL 1I  Ct  v  UI1L .C  1C1UUVC3 11  hearing the hogs make an unusual c , e , u b  . . .  r w n  i _  f r o m  t h e  s p h e r e  o f  s c i e n c e  a n d  s o  b e -
nmc a  /vimo r r \  i nuoc - t i r t iTo  I hn  hn r f e  noise, ca e to investigate. The hogs 
were fighting over something. A re­
volver lay by the fence, half trodden 
into the ground. They looked at the 
hogs again. The mother's shriek split 
the air. "Gott!" Then a smothered 
gasp. Jesu, Maria, Josef! Mein baby!" 
A hideous ripping of flesh. A grating 
cracking of bones. 
EPILOGUE 
yond the present discussion—we have 
the following alternative: either life 
came to this planet from some other 
part of the universe; or it arose spon­
taneously from non-living matter at 
one period at least in the past as a 
natural result of the evolution of the 
« Could Professor Woodruff make it 
any plainer that the two conflict? Then 
Enter Chorus in gay garments and according to this if one believes in 
tragic masks. science he cannot believe in the old 
Chorus: Truth is 
stronger than fiction. 
stranger, and 
SYMPHONY IN BLUE 
(By Hazel Green) 
"What a lovely, quaint, blue vase!" 
A tremor shook the hand that softly 
touched its shining glaze 
Where little shafts of sunlight met 
To blend into its rays; 
The searcher turned the vase around. 
To view it many ways. 
"Is it not a perfect thing?" 
The shopkeeper bent his head. 
"The potter surely made it so, 
But see the crack", he said. 
Then he turned the blue vase upside 
down, 
The potter's name she read. 
"It was a rare exquisite thing— 
The Potter justly proud. 
Before it could be sold, 
It was cracked", he said aloud. 
"The defect is so slight a thing— 
Not seen by the average crowd." 
"The potter sold it cheap, though. 
Said its beauty had been marred. 
I've tried and tried to sell it now, 
But somehow it's so hard. 
People love the beauty that they see, 
But resent the fact it's scarred." 
The woman listened to his words, 
Yet her eyes saw not his face, 
The lovely chin lifted a bit 
As though she, too, scorned the vase. 
Her figure, held so rigidly 
Lost some of its natural grace. 
His voice went on, "Your eyes, Madam, 
And the blue of the vase are the 
same." 
Her eyes like the blue vase flashed 
Queer lights, as her answer slowly 
. came: 
"Yes, the potter who disowned the vase, 
Treated me with equal shame." 
Quickly then her manner changed, 
"You must sell that vase to me. 
I shall flaunt its beauty from aloft 
For all the world to see! 
No one shall know it hides a scar 
Where perfection ought to be." 
She paid the price he stated then, 
And held the vase up high 
A vision of fragile beauty and form 
Was the picture that met his eye. 
Then she lowered the vase and turned 
to hiff, 
With what might have been a sigh. 
But her eyes met his with a braver look 
And her smile seemed almost gay. 
"I want to thank you for what you've 
done; 
I'm glad I came here today! 
As I leave it is not the vase alone 
But a braver spirit I take away." 
"We'll face the world, this vase and I 
And add beauty and joy and light. 
The world will not our blemish know, 
Just think things have always been 
right. 
Each day shall be lovely, gay, and free, 
With a calm and peaceful night." 
doctrine of "Special Creation." How­
ever, Woodruff also made this state­
ment that Biology "robs life of none of 
its mystery but rather serves to link 
it securely with the larger mystery of 
the universe and the Infinite back of 
it all." Now it is plain to me. Science 
is merely based on assumptions with­
out any regard whatsoever of religion. 
It must be, then, that those who study 
science become so enwrapped in these 
theories of life that the one which 
seems most logical to them becomes the 
real thing. Then they seemingly find 
proof for the reason of their belief. But 
have they not forgotten that the very 
fundamental basis of their ideas was in 
the first place an assumption? Let me 
cite an example to make myself clear. 
Students studying science will come to 
you and tell how and why they believe 
in evolution. They never fail to point 
out how the instructors develop class 
discussion by similarities in all forms 
of animals; that is their main support. 
Then in a very serious, convinced, and 
logical way we are given proofs, chiefly 
by the similarity of organs. But sel­
dom do these students realize that their 
proof has no object—for they are mere­
ly basing their proof on an assumption. 
Scientific students demand proof for, 
everything they are expected to be­
lieve. Shall we ask them in turn to 
prove that the creation of man has 
evolved from the lowest forms? No, 
they cannot answer. All the satisfac­
tion we obtain is "Let us suppose there 
is no 'Special Creation'." And we ob­
tain all sorts of ideas on life. 
But of what good are all of these 
( Continued on pass 5 ) 
(by Elianor Sherman) 
The older generation, always so 
ready to speak, says the modern gen­
eration lacks reverence—reverence for 
the old and established conventions, 
reverence for God, and reverence for 
good qualities of character. Are they 
right? Do we lack the necessary spirit 
of reverence, and if we lack it, why? 
In this instance, the college must 
take the blame. When we first entered 
college, a trusting and hopeful group 
of Freshmen, there was a spirit of 
reverence in the minds of every stu­
dent. Then began our education. 
In history, we learned our country 
was not as great as we had thought it. 
The United States was greedy and un­
scrupulous. In the past, it had reach­
ed out for more territory and done 
all sorts of unethical things to achieve 
its ends. At present, it was corrupt. 
A group of crooked politicians ordered 
our every action. We had thought 
ourselves free and equal, living in the 
best and greatest country in the world. 
Instead we were living under a tyran­
nous rule, under the crushing bonds 
of a corrupt govenment. 
We went to literature classes. Be­
fore, we had always liked to read 
Longfellow, Whittier, and Riley, and 
had taken great pride in our country's 
literary achievements. Again we were 
disillusioned. Longfellow's meter was 
monotonous; Whittier's poetry trite, 
and so forth down the line. After we 
had thoroughly analyzed all of our 
American literature, and panned it vig­
orously and vociferously, we reached 
the conclusion that America hadn't 
produced any literature at all, it had 
just made a collection of words. 
Coming into sociology, we learned 
there was no God, no heaven, and no 
hell. For some of the staid Lutherans, 
it was quite a shock. Heretofore we 
had believed that our lives were or­
dered by a Supreme Being, and that we 
would be rewarded for our deeds ac­
cording to our just deserts. Now, our 
religious ideals and beliefs were ruth­
lessly broken. 
In our science courses, we learned 
that everything could be explained by 
laws and formulae; that some daj we 
would know the why and how of ev­
erything; and that our civilization was 
a scientific plan, not a plan arranged 
by a Divine Being. 
In our psychology classes, we were 
informed that most of us were of av­
erage ability, a few of us imbeciles and 
morons, and a few, just a very few, 
were geniuses. This was indeed a 
blow. We were thrust unceremonious­
ly into a group, and were told that 
no matter how hard we worked, we 
could never rise above that classifi­
cation. The saddest truth was that 
according to the normal curve, a cer­
tain portion of the class must and will 
fail. We had thought we could learn 
more and achieve success, but no, we 
are predestined to act a certain way and 
just get a certain degree of achieve­
ment. Nothing could help us to rise 
above our grouping. 
Through every course, everything 
was explained by a standard formula^ 
Beautiful things, instead of being ap­
preciated for beauty alone, were dis­
sected to show what made them beauti­
ful. College made us analysts. Al­
ways we were searching for laws, form­
ulae, style, and motives. Our ideals 
and illusions were broken down into 
little pieces. We had lost our spirit 
of reverence. Now the fault of college 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® @  
® ® 
WAS BOBBY BURNS RIGHT? ® 
"A set o' dull, conceited hashes 
Confuse their brains in college 
classes! 
They gang in stirks, and come 
out asses, 
Plain truth to speak. 
You may not agree either with 
Burns or with this writer, but 
you'll have to do some lively 
thinking to answer her argu­
ments. 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
(•) 
® 
® 
® 
®. 
® 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® @  
education is that we will g ,'aduate with 
these ideas. We will havi no definite 
belief, but a multitude of various 
opinions. 
This is indeed a deplorable situation. 
How can we remedy it? The error lies 
in leaving all these impressions in one 
jumbled mass. There seems to be but 
one solution to the problem. Some 
time during the Junior or Senior year 
of college, a class in philosophy should 
be offered. The purpose of this course 
would be to take all the ideas received 
in the various classes and attempt to 
harmonize them one with the other. 
Having harmonized these ideas, the 
next step is to rationalize them with 
the religious beliefs of each individual. 
The present generation doesn't de­
spise reverence. It is only that their » 
ideals of reverence are clouded by a 
maze of ideas, by a jumble of assorted 
information. If they have the oppor 
tunity to rationalize these ideas, the!. * 
spirit of reverence will be intensifie d 
instead of diminshed. Then they wll 
honor the patriotic spirit of our country, 
appreciate the masterpieces of art and 
literature more fully, admire the sci­
entific spirit, and most of all revere 
the creative spirit behind all life—the 
Divine Being. Through the spirit of 
reverence instilled in them, their char­
acteristics will be stabilized, and they 
can thus live the more abundant life. 
BUDGETING ONE'S TIME 
(By H. J. Deal) 
Time, that illusive element of the 
Divine plan for which each is striv­
ing—grasping. Days—golden days-
dark days—glorious days, each succeed­
ing each other, molding a structure that 
rears itself toward the Infinite. On­
ward and upward the edifice of life 
goes seeking an ultimate fulfillment. 
Individual hope looks skyward and 
this fulfillment is ever before the hu­
man eye. In the flush of expectation 
and the excitement of the struggle, the 
relationship of the use of time to suc­
cess is underrated, neglected, or even 
forgotten entirely. That precious 
twenty-four hours that is to be one 
block in the monument of our success 
must be moulded with the care of an 
Angelo. 
Bit by bit the block must be allotted 
to each of its rightful claimants, the 
soul and the body. The soul could be 
called that intangible element of man 
that rises above the material and sus­
tains itself with the hope of ultimate 
understanding and final success. The 
body might be classified as the material 
instrument which aids the soul to bat­
tle toward the goal of individual pur­
pose. 
All adjustment and failure come from 
neglect of either of these vital factors 
of human development. The world 
generally seems alive to this truth, but 
one element of the spiritual is especial­
ly misunderstood by the honest pil­
grim on life's highway. He forgets that 
some leisure time must be taken to 
enlarge, beautify, and inspire the soul. 
Work that is drudgery often is a fail­
ure. The inspiration lost—the quality 
lost. When the clouds darken and dif­
ficulty thickens, the man who can 
pause long enough to find inspiration 
in real beauty about him can again 
play his task with greater zest and 
greater opportunity for accomplishment. 
The days of labor, that offer no time 
for leisure—no time to wander down 
those verdant lanes of inclination and 
browse in the glories of some irrele­
vant but soul-inspiring pursuit, may be 
counted as doubtful in their contribu­
tion toward attainment. Who knows 
but down those lanes may lie success? 
Each day, as one closes his eyes to 
that beckoning hand of the by-paths, 
he may be closing the doors to his real 
succes and striving onward towards a 
realization that will be turned to ashes 
at the attainment. He has missed the 
things in life for which he has intend­
ed and forced himself on to foreign 
| heights to find that he is a stranger, 
an exile—in the land of Success. 
It behooves him to stop just long 
enough to listen to that voice of inspi­
ration. And unless the spirit can tran­
scend the material and pause to accept 
the immediate beauties, the inspiration 
may knock in vain. As William H. 
Davies says: 
What is this life, if full of care, 
We have no time to stand and stare 
No time to see, when woods we pass, 
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass! 
No time to see, in broad daylight, 
Streams full of stars, like stars at night. 
No time to turn at Beauty's glance 
And watch her feet, how they can dance. 
A poor life this if, full of care, 
We have no time to stand and stare. 
"Is saying 'oh' a girl's trick?" asked 
Miss Hayes. "How about it, you mei}'? 
Do you ever say 'oh'?" 
"Oh, no," said Bob Walls. 
I'. is said that a domest'c science 
courro is not "ecessrrv to enable a girl 
to make a traffic 'am. • 
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COMPLETE PLANS 
FOR GRADUATION 
IN COLLEGE HIGH 
TO PRESENT SPRING CANTATA; 
INTERMEDIATE GRADES "AT 
HOME" DAY THURSDAY 
Making plans for Commencement 
Day festivities in the College High 
School, a program committee, consist­
ing of Miss Hawkinson and Miss 
Wenck, advisors, Lucille Scheid, chair­
man, Frieda Yestebo and Earl Martin, 
have announced the program for Com­
mencement day, to take place June 3 
at 8:00 p. m. in the auditorium. 
The complete program includes the 
Processional "Priests March;" the In­
vocation by the Euterpe Singers; and 
a series of talks by Frieda Ystebo, 
Clarence Scheid, Lucille Scheid, anu 
Clarence Olson, all using the theme, 
"The Builder". 
A cantata, "Spring Cometh," Kountz, 
directed by Miss Wenck, with Miss 
Maurine Stinson, Mr. Donald Ingram, 
and Hugh Price as vocal soloists, and 
Mr. Harlow Berquist, violinist, will fol­
low. It will include a chorus of 61 
voices. 
Following this will come presentation 
of National Secondary School honor 
award, presentation of the Senior class, 
presentation of diplomas, and the ben­
ediction "by the Senior Boys Glee club. 
An invitation is cordially extended to 
the faculty, College, and alumni to 
attend the commencement exercises. 
Banquet Set For May 21 
The Junior-Senior banquet is to be 
held May 21. Committee heads appoint­
ed are: program, Phillip Foss; dinner, 
Florence Johnk; decorations, Charles 
Kirkevold. Miss Solem and Mr. Loe-
wen are acting as advisors with this 
group. 
The Junior-Senior prom is to be held 
May 27. 
The Seniors now have their class 
rings. They are made of gold with a 
blue spinel stone setting on which 
their crest is mounted, thus carrying 
out their class colors of blue and gold. 
Intermediate "At Home" Thursday 
The "At Home" was held from 
1:00 to 3:30 P. M. Thursday, and con­
sisted of the following program: oral 
reading, Miss Narveson, Miss Weigelt, 
Miss Tack, Miss Bjorgaard, teachers, 
physical education demonstration, Girls, 
Miss Gibb, Boys, Mr. Booher. 
History—Miss Hall and Miss Irion, 
teachers; Little Citizens' Club model 
meeting; music demonstration—super­
visor, Miss Wenck, teacher, Miss Head­
land. 
DRAMATISTS PLAN 
PICNIC FOR NEXT THURSDAY 
Members of the Dramatic Club will 
hold a picnic in Oak Grove park on 
Thursday, May 12. 
INFORMAL DANCE 
OF KAPPA PI TO BE MAY 20 
On May 20, members of Kappa Pi 
plan to hold an informal dance at the 
Student Exchange. 
PI MU PHI SPRING 
FORMAL FOR MAY 14 
Final arrangements have been made 
for the spring formal of the Pi Mu | 
Phi Sorority to be held Saturday, May 
14 at the Country Club. 
FACULTY TO BE GUESTS 
AT GEOGRAPHY COUNCIL TEA 
The members of the Geography 
Council will give an afternoon tea in 
the Geography rooms in MacLean Hall 
on Monday afternoon May 23. Mem­
bers of the faculty will be guests. 
BETA CHI PATRONESSES 
ENTERTAIN MEMBERS AT DINNER 
The Beta Chi sorority was entertain­
ed by four of its patronesses, Mrs. C. 
I. Evanson, Mrs. Leo H. Wright, Mrs. 
Paul Britt, and Mrs. H. D. Rostad at 
a dinner given at the Tea Cup Inn on 
Wednesday evening. 
As presents for Mother's Day, the 
second grade students brought plain 
white handkerchiefs to school to dec­
orate. Each child worked out his own 
design and drew it in the corner of the 
handkerchief with color crayons, and 
then they pressed them with a hot 
iron to make them permanent. Many 
of the pupils wrote original verses to 
go with the gifts. 
The second grade went on a visiting 
tour of the kindergarten department 
Monday afternoon with the idea in 
mind of writing it up for their New 
Building book. Two of the children 
were appointed to take pads and pen­
cils along and take notes on all thing" 
they thought should be written up. 
The second grade main room has a 
new screen which is very beautiful 
and of which they are very proud. 
They also have a new three-branch 
candlestick. 
Olga Stusiak participated in the M. 
S. T. C. band concert at Detroit Lakes, 
and also the concert given during the 
Arts Festival. 
The third and fourth grades gave a 
demonstration in chapel last Friday 
for the rural educators who were visit­
ing on the campus. 
Invitations and programs for an "At 
Home" were made by the third and 
fourth grade students in Art. 
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I'LL MEET YOU AT 
BROWN'S 
CONFECTIONERY 
For That After-Party Lunch 
Private Booths—Lunches 
(and don't forget Clarence 
"Mac" McAllister is Official 
Assistant Manager ) 
PSI DELTA KAPPA 
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS 
Ruth Hallenberg was elected presi 
dent of the Psi Delta Kappa sorority 
for the coming year. Other officers el­
ected were: Vivian Nelson, vice presi­
dent; Vivian Larson, recording secre­
tary; Alice Skottem, corresponding sec­
retary; Sara Chaffee, treasurer, Mar-
jorie Fields, rushing captain, and Flor­
ence Powell, inter-sorority council 
representative. 
Mrs. Glenn Hanna has become a new 
patroness of the sorority. 
A SCIENTIFIC STUDENT'S FAITH 
( Continued from page four.) 
theories to us? They are merely as­
sumptions; and does not Woodruff 
make the statement that there is an 
"Infinite back of it all." My observa­
tion is that they have merely succeed­
ed in creating doubt in some of the 
students' minds. 
Perhaps I seem dogmatic in my state­
ments. I do not necessarily mean that I 
am entirely opposed to science, but I 
do oppose the manner in which it is 
taught. It attempts to contradict form­
er training in a seemingly innocent 
way. "Science and religion do not 
conflict, but putting religion aside we 
find 'so and so' to be true. May I 
ask to what end such a statement is 
bound for? Why not point out defin­
itely what science is about? Is there 
fear that students will lower their esti­
mation of it if it is made too clear that 
it is based merely on a "working hy­
pothesis." Are our scientists afraid 
to let us know the truth or must we 
continue to figure it out for ourselves? 
I am syre that I do not know the 
answer. Perhaps in the future I may 
meet a real scientist and my question 
shall be answered to my satisfaction. 
We Are Dragon Boosters— 
Boost Us 
ENGEL GROCERY 
1001 4th Ave. So.—Moorhead 
Moorhead Shoe Hospital 
C. W. Soule, Proprietor 
"Let Soule Sole Your Shoes" 
Phone 214-W 
17 Fifth St., So. Moorhead 
TWIN CITY MARKET 
Johnnie Knapp Mart Kuppich 
Truthful Advertising, 
Guaranteed Values. 
We specialize in 
Young Baby Beef 
Fresh Dressed Poultry 
Phone 597 
621 1st Ave. So. Moorhead 
GAMMA NU SPRING 
FORMAL SET FOR MAY 21 
At a meeting of the Gamma Nu so­
rority held Wednesday evening in Weld 
Hall, final arrangements for the spring 
formal to be held May 21 at the Fargo 
Country Club, were discussed. 
FORMAL BANQUET OF 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA MAY 21 
At the regular meeting Tuesday 
morning members of Alpha Psi Omega 
made plans for a formal banquet to 
be held on Saturday, May 21. 
NANCIO TO DISCUSS 
ORGANIZATION OF CLUBS 
"Club organization in Schools" will 
be the topic discussed by the members 
of the Nancio Club at a meeting next 
Tuesday, May 17, with Miss Hawkinson 
and committee leaders presiding. 
"THE ROMANCE OF THE WEST" 
(Continued from Page Three) 
be - - -" greeted my romantic knock. 
My timidity begged me to retreat a 
pace before the "What's on your mind?" 
of the pretty, overdressed, saucy young 
woman who opened the door, and puff­
ed a Turkish cigarette as she waited 
for my reaction to hei question. 
Horribly and distressingly upset, I 
retired into vituperous1 indictment of 
those "out West" fantasies. Above the 
loquacious radio blared a sign, "Fan-
gal's 'Skyscraper Sallies' will play at' 
the Cedar Canyon Pavilion Saturday 
night". Seeking to reestablish my 
failing grip on life, I snatched a book 
from the' Chippendale table, and "Will 
Hoover be Reelected?" put in the final 
blow. 
Revived by a night's slumbers, we 
voraciously attacked the attractions the 
district boasted via a Buick eight lent 
us by the rancher—the chauffeur was 
on a month's vacation. Clambering up 
Bullion Butte, we saw a variegated herd 
of horses feeding on top, and "Under 
the Tonto Rim" was displaced by "Wild 
Horse Mesa", where "beautiful horses 
elude the nooses of mans contriving". 
"Oh, no," my flapper guide profferred, 
"these horses are bred and raised by 
the Minneapolis Livestock Association, 
Incorporated. They are not only brand­
ed but pedigreed." 
Pursued by the drone of a tri-motor-
ed plane overhead, we fled into Mon­
tana, "the state of endless prairies on 
which thousands of sheep graze and 
huge herds of cattle dispute their ad­
vance." That picture is perfect, but all 
we found were the endless plains and 
scorching heat. 
Wheat fields, strangely reminiscent of 
the Gopher state, were interspersed 
with strips of bare prairie abounding 
with grasshoppers. As we crept up on 
Baker, we lost the poise gained in that 
long ride through the heat before those 
highly colored monstrosities "Visit our 
fine bathing beach", and "See the Par­
isian style show at the Grand tonight." 
Doggedly we plodded through a pha­
lanx of tourist cabins and filling sta­
tions to North Dakota and from thence 
to Wyoming. To the entrancing tune 
of "Somewhere in Old Wyoming", we 
drove to the Devil's Tower. Rejoicing 
on this discovery of a dreamer's sanc­
tum, we rolled up to the Tower to 
stand up on our hind legs before huge 
signs of advice and admonition, "Reg­
ister Here", "Airmail Service Daily", 
"Tourist Cabins for Rent", "Post Cards 
for Sale". It was the one after the 
last straw. I gave up the apparently 
one-sided strugggle, and "the West" 
faded into the mythicaL 
DR. F. A. THYSELL 
DR. J. W. DUNCAN 
Physicians and Surgeons 
Tel. 3574-W 
624 Center Ave. Moorhead 
Moorhead Hardware 
Company 
422 Center Avenue 
Phone 2215 
^iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!^ 
I Off. Phor.e 778-W Res. 778-R I 
i Dr. H. D. Rostad 
Dentist 
H Room 6, Gletne Block _ 
= Moorhead - - Minnesota = 
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JERRY 
( Continued from page three ) 
this life, and no mere attempt to di­
vorce the two can ever avail. He will 
get back his health, but as far as I'm 
able to see, his vanity will go on grow­
ing stronger and lustier. The King 
and Jerry can do no wrong! oh poor, 
poor, Jerry! 
Thon's Shoe Hospital 
Quality Shoe Repairing 
4th St. & Center Ave., Moorhead 
"GET A SHINE" 
SERVICE 
AMERICAN STATE 
BANK 
SAFETY 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
T A X I  
Phone 
17 17 
COMSTOCK TAXI 
OFFICE 
—Comstock Hotel— 
COURTEOUS SERVICE 
— * 
Regular Meals, 25 cents 
Hot Meat Sandwich, 10 cents 
Berrigan & Iverson 
Right Across from the City Hall 
HUBERT ZERVAS 
MEAT MARKET 
Fish — Oysters 
In Season 
Meats & Sausages 
Shipped by Parcel Post to our 
country customers. 
Country shipment of veal and 
poultry solicited. 
Moorhead Minnesota 
W h y  P a y  M o r e ?  
25c 
will develop ar.d print your 
kodak film if brought 
or mailed to 
OYtLOE STUDIO 
Moorhead Minnesota 
MARTINSONS 
EYES EXAEJNED 
GLASSES FITTED 
MOORHEAD. MINN. 
ERNEST PEDEHSON 
OPTXTTTCgT 
W. G. W00DWARD CO. inc. 
622 Center Avenue 
We Buy and Sell for Cash—That's Why We Sell for Less 
"EVERYTHING TO WEAR" 
Dry Goods, Shoes, Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings, Millinery, Notions, Etc. 
WE NEED YOUR HEAD 
IN OUR BUSINESS. 
Larson & Jacobsen 
624 Center Ave. Wheeler Block 
FLOWERS—for the graduate. No gift so appeals to the girl graduate as 
one of Flowers. Arm Bouquets for the Graduate—$2.50 and up. 
Corsages $1.00 and up. Gift Boxes of Flowers are always welcome. 
Open Evenings. Phone 762. 
BRIGGS FLORAL COMPANY 
EVENSON'S 
"The Store of good things to 
eat and good things to wear" 
Telephone 528-529 
Moorhead - Minnesota 
FOR MOTHER'S KIND OF COOKING 
eat at the 
BLUEBIRD COFFEE SHOP 
E. M. Peterson 
618 Center Avenue 
L. A. Benson 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
B O N  V A L E T  
PARTICULAR 
C L E A N E R S  
for 
Particular People ! ! 
BON VALIZE 
Bill Robinson, Agent 
Comstock Barber Shop and Beauty Parlor 
If your hair is not BECOMING to you 
you better BE COMING to us. 
Phone 3593-W Moorhead, Minnesota 
-VIRGIN DIAMON 
arc backed by registered Certificates of 
Title which are issued only by 
Authorized Jewelers. 
NEUBARTH'S 
MOORHEAD 
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS 
Appreciate the Value of a Bank 
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS appreciate the value of a 
banking connection. Why not take advantage of the com­
plete facilities in this strong institution while you are a 
student in the State Teachers College? The financial ser­
vices of this bank, strengthened by our affiliation with the 
Northwest Baneorporation, make an account with us "a valu­
able asset wherever you may locate in the Northwest. 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
Affiliated with Northwest Bancor oration 
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TENNIS TOURNEY, 
BASEBALL GAMES 
HOLD SPOTLIGHT 
TRACK, GOLF TEAMS CONTINUE 
WORKOUTS FOR THREE-WAY 
MEET NEXT WEEK 
MaofllBal 
Home of Paramount Pictures 
Barbara Stanwyck in 
"SO BIG" 
An Epic of American Womanhood 
MIDNIGHT SHOW 
11:30—Saturday 
S U N D A Y  
1 P.M.—11 P.M.  
The men's tennis tournament and a 
baseball game with Concordia hold 
the spring sports spotlight this week 
with the golf and track teams rapidly 
rounding into shape for the track, 
tennis, and golf meet to be held against 
Valley City and Jamestown next Fri­
day. 
Beginning this year's baseball season, 
the Dragon nine defeated the Delta 
Kappa Sigma team of the N. D. A. ,C. 
Earlier in the week the varsity turned 
back the Freshman "Yannigans' in two 
games. The first they won 2 to 1 and 
the second 6 to 1. The regulars plan 
Many People Attend 
Annual Arts Festival 
(Continued From Page One) 
to hear the Grisez quartet concert that 
this unit of the Minneapolis Symphony 
Orchestra was one of the outstanding 
numbers of the year. Discussing the | 
performance with Mr. Christensen, his 
first comment was to the effect that it 
was a "truly excellent ensemble"; fur­
ther he commented "balance was never 
lacking during the performance. In 
every way the program was truly ar­
tistic." Mr. Preston, in discussing the 
® ® ® @ ® s ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  T w o  B a n d s  Appear 
® ® • * I 
® 
® 
® 
® 
FRESHMEN COMING UP 
, program, stated that the ease with 
to play several fraternity teams from which group played did not impress 
™ c. as well as engaging u n au(jience the skill and prac-
with Concordia College. . ,v.mmiirprt tr» uiVP such a 
the N 
in a series 
Tennis Men Seeded 
The men seeded in the tennis tourn­
ament in order of their ranking are 
Clarence Glasrud, A1 Cocking, Stanley 
Swenson, Edward Eastman, Donald 
Bird, and Clarence MacAllister. The 
four semi-finalists will represent the 
Next week's issue of the MiS­
TiC is to be the traditional 
Freshman edition, if plans being 
made by the editor and the ad­
viser materialize. Those inter­
ested are asked to meet in Room 
203, MacLean Hall, at 4:00 p. m. 
today. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
tice that was required to give such a 
truly great performance. 
The Sonata No. 5, by Bach, although 
it was the final number on the pro-
Rabbit's Foot Is 
Order Of Day On 
College Campus 
In Chapel Program 
Yep! May 13 comes but once a year 
and Friday once a week (usually), 
gram, was received most enthusiastic- but put that powerful combination 
ally, and sustained the most applause together and attach it to one twenty 
of any number on the program. 
At the triumphant close of "The 
College in matches against Concordia Ngw „ffered by the Chapel 
and in the meet next Friday . Glasiud c^oir, it was decided by the audience 
and Cocking will probablj make up tkjd year's concert outshone all 
a doubles team with Eastman and previous Choir effort. 
In presenting "The New Earth" by 
the modern composer, Henry Hadley, 
the Choir, assisted by well known ar­
tists of the community and the College 
Orchestra, brought out the narrative of 
Swenson composing the other. 
The results of the matches played on 
Wednesday; Cocking beat Kurtz 6-0, 
6-1; Peterson turned back Schultz 6-2, 
6-3; Deimert defeated Headland 6-0, 
6-0; A. Nelson won from Jack Bridges 
6-0, 6-2; Bird eliminated C. Hanson 
6-0, 6-0. of the voices, the two pianos, and the 
Track, Golf Squads Practice Orchestra into a musical unit, all un-
Joe Edlund is an addition to the track der the baton of Mr piston, 
team with the pole vault as his fav- work Qf the four soloists was 
orite event. The team with a wealth 1>artjcujarly noteworthy. Miss Wenck, 
of material in the running events, with jyir Hans Thorgrimson, and 
such veterans as Davis, Robinson, Conrad Euren added greatly to the 
Veitch, and Booher, is noticeably weak • sq1o parts of the cantata. 
four hour period and you have a force 
more potent than the broth in the 
cauldron of the "Wierd Sisters". 
Everyone is walking around M. S. T. 
C. campus this morning as though 
treading on the proverbial "eggs". Don­
ald Ingram came to school with no 
less safeguards than a rabbit's foot, a 
horseshoe, a four leaf clover, and a 
wish bone. 
One of the fellows was overheard to 
the composition excellently Outstand- ^ „Dame Luck, had no horrors 
ing in this program was the blending for ^ ^  he carried a shamrock. 
in the field events, yet promises to put 
on a good show for the track fans 
against the Vikings and Jimmies. 
The men out for golf have been qual­
ifying for the last week with Clare 
Hallack leading the early qualifiers. 
Cliff Rasmussen hopes to lead his fol­
lowers against the faculty over the 
week-end, but plans for this match are 
yet hanging fire as the MiSTiC goes 
to press. 
Lambda Phi Sigma 
To Initiate Fifteen 
The grand concert of the College 
Band was opened with a march, "Ami-
gos Espanoles", written by Captain W. 
J. Stannard, leader of the United 
States Army Band and played in ap 
(By Mary Bertsch) 
* The Fargo High School concert band 
will be featured in next Wednesday's 
chapel program, it was learned here 
Thursday. The band of 42 members, is 
directed by L. C. Sorlien, and is rec­
ognized all over North Dakota as an 
outstanding prep instrumental combi­
nation in the state. 
"Up two three— down two three— 
over two three!" One can almost vis­
ualize Audrey Dyer and "Hank" Booh­
er out in the wilderness of Montana 
exerting the last of their energy in 
the effort to develop their pupils phys­
ically and mentally. According to 
rumors heard, the audience is still 
wondering why Hank Booher insisted 
on "picking on" some of his smaller 
pupils to take over his demonstration 
lesson. 
The demonstration given at chapel 
period on Friday, May 6, however, was 
of an excellent nature. Miss Wenck. 
an authority on music teaching, gave 
an excellent music lesson to a group 
of children from the primary grades of 
the Training School. 
Miss Dyer with a group of girls from 
the intermediate grades of the Train­
ing School and Mr. Booher with a group 
of boys also from the intermediate 
grades from the Training School pre­
sented to the audience various types 
Memory' confuses the identity of the °f games, drills, and exercises which 
< OI<« V>nlm»TQ/I KQ nf OVPO nnt trnllio 
individual, but it must have been 
Bjorgaard, Johnson, Peterson, or An­
derson. 
As one man, the student body will 
heave a sigh of relief when the en­
tangling threads of Fate in the form 
of tests, recitations, black cats, and 
blind dates have passed with the close 
of the fateful day. They look forward 
to the morrow when the surface waters 
of College life will be again calm with 
preciation of the inspiration afforded not a ripple of m Luck to mar it and 
the College band by their visit last fall. Friday, May 13, 1932, will be history. 
Robert Walls directed a waltz, "My 
Regards", by Llewellyn, with Arthur Baby DragOIlS I lace 
Fifteen members wiB be initiated 
into Lambda Phi Sigma on Saturday, 
May 14. The initiation will take place 
at 5:00 p. m. in the Student Exchange, 
and will be followed by a banquet held 
for the initiates at the Powers Hotel 
in Fargo at 6:15 p. m. The new mem­
bers are: Lucia Askegaard, Moorhead; 
Irene Buckley, Crookston; Agnes Dahl, 
Ulen; Dorothy Dunne, Fargo; Charles 
Jahr, Hitterdal; Grace Johnson, Moor­
head; Kenneth Johnson, Underwood; 
Nelmer Johnson, Hitterdal; Irene John­
ston, Underwood; Olga Loken .Eliza­
beth; Margaret Nelson, Ortonville; 
Marjories Rien, Odessa; Pearl Shetler, 
Thief River Falls; Vivian Slagel, Whea-
ton; and Corrine Sorkness, Madison. 
The banquet at the Powers Hotel, 
with Clarence Glasrud as toastmaster, 
will have as its theme "The Rose. The 
parts of the rose and the speakers are. 
"The Roots", Gorman Thompson; "The 
Buds", Pearl Shetler; "The Thorns", 
Oliver Asp; "The Green Leaves", Mr. 
Christensen; and "The Yellow Rose , 
Charlotte Smith. During the program 
songs will be sung by Louise Murray 
and Robert Walls. 
Skjonsby as baritone soloist, which 
was enthusiastically received. The 
strains of "The Homecoming Parade," 
written by Mr. Christensen, sent a 
thrill down the spine of every loyal 
booster. 
Mr. Walls did "Rudolph's Song" from 
"La Boheme", by Puccini; and for a 
second number he sang "The Hills of. 
Home" by Fox, which was heartily ap­
plauded. 
The work of the Orchestra in its 
first annual concert Friday evening 
Fourth In Track Meet 
are believed to be of excellent value 
in developing the child physically. 
The massed Junior Concert Band 
consisting of the Training School band 
directed by Oscar Thompson and the 
Mapleton, North Dakota, band directed 
by Robert Walls, student at M. S. T. C., 
was well received by the faculty, stu­
dent body, and guests who were pres­
ent at the concert. 
This concert presented on Wednesday 
May 11, was given in three groups, the 
first and third being directed by Oscar 
Thompson and the second by Robert 
Walls. The concert consisted mainly of 
pouplar marches with a few more dif­
ficult selections. 
With 12% points the Baby Dragon 
track team scored fourth in the dis­
trict track meet held last Saturday at 
Detroit Lakes, which was won by a 
versatile Perham track team. 
Four Training School boys took part 
with Clifton Olson placing third in 
the high jump, Nemzek taking third 
in the discus, Alfred Briggs getting a 
Helen Ostby will teach a rural school 
in Cass County next year. 
PICNIC LUNCHES 
put up by the 
Campus Tea Room 
= third in the 100 yard dash, and Jacob-
called forth many favorable comments, son teaming with the first three on the 
Nicely balanced with woodwinds, brass- relay team which placed close to the 
es, strings, and percussion, the organ- winners, 
ization reached a climax in Tschaikow- ~~ 
sky's "Marche Slave." Selmer Skadsheim will teach the 
Mrs. Kise and Mrs. Preston pleased seventh and eighth grades at Lock-
with their solo numbers, Mrs. Kise 
being the featured contralto and Mrs. 
Preston, violinist. 
hart next year. 
COLLEGE CLUB 
Under New Management 
NEW LOW PRICES 
MRS. LUNDEEN 
Northern Lights 
Next to your pet fishing tackle, 
a good fountain pen will give you 
the greatest pleasure on your va­
cation. Tell the folks back home 
about the "big one that got away" 
—and tell them with a 
WATERMAN'S 
—the famous pen with a point de­
signed especially for YOUR hand­
writing. Come in today and let us 
prove it to you. 
Northern School 
Supply Company 
8th St. and N. P. Ave. 
FARGO 
RESERVATIONS — ALUMNI DINNER 
Miss Agnes Carlson, 
MSTC, Moorhead, Minnesota: 
Enclosed find for which reserve for me 
plates at the Alumni Dinner at Comstock Hall, Monday, 
June 6 at 6:30 p. m. The price is 75 cents per plate. If checks are sent, 
add enough to cover bank exchange. 
SPORT CLOTHING 
Knickers $3.45 
Sleeveless 
Sweaters .98c 
Sport Oxford 3.50 
The Store for College Men 
El 
Hear 
"The Palace Crooner" 
Every Friday 
6:15 P. M. — KGFK 
JUST RECEIVED 
A LARGE SHIPMENT 
OF DRESSES TO SELL AT 
$5.95 
Very Clever Sportwear — 
Knits, Crepes, Shantungs, 
SIZES 14 to 38 
SPECIALTY SHOPS 
Walker Building 
Fargo 
VERY SPECIAL 
OFFER ON 
Watches, 
Diamonds, 
and Jewelry 
FOR 
GRADUATION GIFTS 
E. A. ANDERSON 
JEWELRY & OPTICAL CO. 
104 Broadway -:- Fargo, N. D. 
S M A R T  S H O E S  
FROM THE NEW SHOE DEPARTMENT AT 
H U G H E S  
222 Broadway, Fargo, No. Dak. 
SCHOMBERS 
Grocery and Confectionary 
Give Us a Trial 
306 10th St. So. Moorhead, Minn. 
Phone 1411-W 
Lincoln Grocery and 
Confectionery 
Corner 10th St. & 5th Ave. So. 
Candies — Cakes — Ice Cream 
Open Evenings and Sundays 
Phone: Off. 854-W Res. 854-R 
Dr. J. H. Sandness 
Dentist 
First State Security Bldg. 
Moorhead - - Minnesota 
GET YOUR PASTRY FOR THAT 
MIDNITE LUNCH AT THE 
HOME BAKERY 
J. S. ERICKSON. Pror-
Phone 1329-W 518 Center Av. 
Moorhead - . - Minnesota 
Tel.: Off. !.65-W Res. 365-R 
Dr. G. L. Gosslee 
Physician & Surgeon 
Over the First National Bank 
DR. V. E. FREEMAN 
DENTIST 
Woolworth Building 
Moorhead - - Minnesota 
Anderson's Bakery 
1 Door West of the Post Office 
PIES AND PASTRY FOR 
THAT LUNCH 
OUTSTANDING 
SMART 
COATS & FROCKS 
H U G H E S  
222 Broadway -:- Fargo 
W A T E R M A N -
O H M  C O .  
109 Broadway FARGO, N. D. 
SMART 
CLOTHES FOR 
THE COLLEGE 
MISS—ALWAYS 
Moderate Prices 
FOR SAFETY INVEST 
in 
NORTHERN STATES 
POWER COMPANY 
6 Per Cent 
PREFERRED STOCK 
Tel. 686 Fargo, N. D. 
NEW CORDUROY 
SUITS 
GUARANTEED 
FAST COLORS 
WASHABLE 
ONLY 
$2.98 
. _I.II.ljh -jtLM.-w.vrsv oFPARTMF NTSTORt 
Moorhead, Minn. 
L 
